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President’s Message……
Warm greetings to all readers…
The yearlong Diamond Jubilee Celebrations of the Association were appropriately concluded at JRDTTI, Noamundi Iron
Mines, Tata Steel on 23rd March. The venue chosen to celebrate this event, the Barajamda Chapter, was a befitting place
where the Association took its birth with a small group of mining professionals. Commemorating the occasion, a two-day
National Seminar on ‘Technological Innovation and Safety in Mining Industry’ was organized with the active support of
DGMS, Chaibasa Region. Over 200 eminent mining professionals, lead by two former Presidents of the Association Shri
V.S. Rao and Shri M. Fasihuddin, attended the event. A Blood Donation Camp was organized on 24th March at Joda, in the
premises of Tata Sponge Limited, where 101 units of blood was collected.
The credit for the successful steering of the Association for over 6 decades goes to the determined efforts of all our 30
distinguished former Presidents and their teams, including Padma Bhushan Shri G L Tandon. I recognize and appreciate
the collective efforts of our Chapters’ Chairmen and Secretaries in making this dream a reality.
On 28th March, I lead a delegation of MEAI consisting of Chairman Hyderabad Chapter, Shri BRV Susheel Kumar and
Secretary Delhi Chapter, Shri Deepak Gupta for a meeting with the outgoing Secretary Mines, Shri Arun Kumar and
incoming Secretary Mines, Shri Anil G Mukim; and other senior officials of Mines Minsitry at Shastri Bhavan, New Delhi.
Both Shri Anil Kumar ji and Shri Anil G Mukim ji responded well to our presentation on MEAI activities, its objects and
its strong points. We also discussed on the current mining scenario in the country and the difficulties faced by the mining
sector. On 4th May, MEAI proposed to hold a conference at Delhi in FIMI auditorium where former Secretary Arun Kumar ji
has agreed to be the Chief Guest.
GoI recently issued two important notifications. One by Ministry of Mines on 27th March, 2018, suggesting leaseholders
whose leases will expire on 31st March 2020 ‘to carry out General Exploration (G2) over the entire mineralized area under
the mining lease before the 1st day of April, 2019’. We advise the lessees to invest on exploration of the said areas, which they
are not sure of getting back after 31st March 2020. Another notification was issued by Ministry of Environment, Forest and
Climate Change on 6th April 2018, suggesting that ‘mining projects which were granted environmental clearance under the
EIA notification, 1994 but not obtained environmental clearance for expansion/modernization/ amendment under the EIA
notification, 2006 shall make application within six months from the date of issue of this notification in Form-I’. Both these
notifications put the leaseholders under duress, whose leases are expiring on 31st March, 2020 with no surety of getting
them back in the auction process. MEAI shall continue to engage with the Govt. in finding proper alternatives to contain the
likely adverse impact on the leaseholders caused by these notifications.
Plantation is one of the major activities implemented in protecting environment in mining areas and I am happy to reveal that
the mine owners along with active mining professionals have been successfully undertaking huge afforestation projects in
and around mining areas all over the country. This is an endless activity and with the monsoon fast approaching in the next
month, all our Chapters are encouraged to take-up plantation activities in their regions in association with mine owners/ mine
associations and send their reports along with photographs to our Secretary General/ Editor of MEJ for publication.
I have been repeatedly appealing to those Chapters who have not conducted election of their Chapters’ Executive Committee
for more than two years, to conduct elections immediately but some Chapters are yet to comply with this constitutional
requirement. I once again request such Chapters to elect new Executive Committee by 15th June 2018 and handover the
charge to it by 1st July 2018. From July 2018 onwards, names of Chairman and Secretary, who are continuing for more than
two years, will not appear in the Mining Engineers’ Journal and Vice President Concern will nominate an adhoc Executive
Committee until the election process is completed as per bylaws.
Jai Hind

Arun Kumar Kothari
President
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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Editor's Desk
The catchphrase ‘governance’ became synonymous with the business conduct of corporates, voluntary and nonprofit organisations in recent times. Alleged lack of good governance considered as the primary reason for the
scams uncovered in the banks and corporate businesses in India. Governance is the process of decision-making
and the process by which the decisions implemented (or not implemented). Formulating rules and regulations
alone does not suffice. How well they are implemented, differentiate good and bad governance.
Good governance represents eight major features. It is participatory, consensus oriented, accountable, transparent,
responsive, effective and efficient, equitable and inclusive, and follows the rule of law. Participation by both
men and women is the cornerstone of good governance. Freedom of expression and diligent concern for the
best interests of the organization enables stakeholders’ participation. Consultation is required to understand the
interests of stakeholders in order to arrive at a broad consensus of what is in the best interest of the entire group
and how to achieve this in a sustainable and prudent manner. Accountability is a key tenet of good governance
Dr. P.V. Rao
and who is accountable for what should be documented in policy statements. Transparency means
Editor, MEJ
providing information to stakeholders in easily understandable forms and media. Information
should be freely available to those who will be affected by governance policies and practices, as
Editorial Board
well as their outcomes. Decisions taken and their enforcement should comply with established
rules and regulations. The processes implemented by the organization meet the needs of its
President - MEAI
Chairman
stakeholders, while making the best use of resources – human, technological, financial, natural
Editor - MEJ
Member
and environmental – at its disposal. Good governance requires fair legal framework that is
enforceable by an impartial regulatory body, for the full protection of stakeholders.
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Voluntary and non-profit agencies have been growing at a frantic pace in recent times. They have
grown in size and profile very significantly in India as the preferred instrument for the delivery of
social development services and champion of the concerns of its stakeholders. It is not surprising
that people started raising questions about the credibility and accountability of these agencies.
The National Policy of India on the voluntary sector envisages a growing partnership between
government departments and voluntary agencies at both federal and state levels. The business
sector also is expanding its CSR (corporate social responsibility) portfolios to emphasize its
commitment to alleviating social problems and to refurbish its credentials as a responsible social
citizen. The voluntary sector has been aware of and alive to the questions raised about its
own credibility. When it makes comments on other sectors and institutions, government and
corporate, it has to be equipped to face hostility from its adversaries. To safeguard from such an
eventuality, attempts were being made to evolve codes of conduct to improve the image of the
voluntary sector.
Voluntary organisations, such as MEAI (The Association), are registered under Societies
Registration Act XXI of 1860. The Association has been formed by likeminded mineral industry
professionals, with the objects of protecting their interests, promoting technical education,
surveillance on the progress of legislations affecting the mining sector, building harmonious
relations with all its stakeholders including government authorities, obtaining representation
in mineral and mining policy formulating committees, and participating in health, welfare and
economic activities in mineral sector. It is but necessary for the Association to adopt good
governance practices outlined as above.
The Association must have a clear vision of where it is going and its leadership has the
responsibility of delivering the stated objectives. Effective leadership is an important aspect of
governance and it is only about three critical things viz. defining the vision and communicating it
well, motivating the members towards that vision, and preserve trustworthiness and confidence.
An open and transparent process of running the organisation with integrity that comes from the
top is paramount. Leadership is about leading from the front and practising what you preach.
The workings of the Association’s National Council and sustaining its relationship with the
Chapters are crucial in providing good governance to the members of the society. It is also
important for the current leadership to make room for youngsters to lead, and support them in
making sure that the members receive the promised products and services from the Association.
After all, it is for the members to justify the value of their membership, in any Association.
- Editor
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News from the mining world
within 30 days of application by an investor. We remain
focused on actual implementation on the ground," he
said. The state has developed a single-window Go-Swift
portal, which serves all the government-to-business
interactions in the entire investment lifecycle. According
to Chopra, 124 investment proposals worth Rs 3.64
lakh crore (over $55 billion) were received in the runup to the 2016 edition of the Make in Odisha conclave,
and 76 of them "are now under implementation or in
the process of getting approvals".

 Having learnt from Posco episode, Odisha creates

land bank for industries
Mineral-rich Odisha, aspiring to become a manufacturing
hub in India with downstream metal industries, has
"learnt from the Posco experience" and prepared a
GIS-based land bank of 121,000 acres for various
industries, according to a top official. Unlike many other
states, Odisha has stopped signing Memorandums of
Understanding (MoUs) with companies. Instead, it has
been focusing on project implementation, the official
said. "The Posco project did not come up for many
reasons, but the state government has learnt from that
particular experience. Among many reasons, one was
related to land acquisition. As a result of which, some
delay did happen.

The state, with 99 per cent of the country's chromite
reserves, 51 per cent of iron ore deposits, 39 per
cent of bauxite, 22 per cent of coal and 18 per cent
of manganese, has already become a major producer
of metals in India and is now focusing to add value
to metals that it is producing, through downstream
industries. "The state has established an aluminium
park at Angul with the National Aluminium company
for producing molten aluminium and Vedanta has
given a proposal for a similar kind of facility at
Jharsuguda on which we are working," Chopra said.
Jindal Stainless Ltd has submitted a proposal to set
up a private industrial park in Jajpur district to promote
manufacturing of downstream products from stainless
steel, he said. "Tata Steel is also considering setting
up a downstream park where hot metal can be made
available at Kalinganagar, though it is in its early days.
With these parks and projects coming up in due course,
the objective is we should be able to add value to 50
per cent of metal that we are producing within the state
by 2025," Chopra added.
IANS, Bhubaneswar | Apr 18, 2018

"Other reasons were mostly regulatory issues. With the
introduction of auction-based regime for allotting (iron
ore) mines, the understanding that we had with Posco for
allotting the mine for captive use could not materialise,"
Industries Department Principal Secretary Sanjeev
Chopra told a visiting IANS correspondent. "Learning
from land acquisition issues of the past, the state has
been proactive in creating a GIS-enabled land bank.
According to the latest data, 121,000 acres of land
bank has already been identified in two categories.
Category A is readily available with Odisha Industrial
Infrastructure Development Corporation (IDCO) and
the category B land is also reserved for industries," he
added. He said the entire land bank, industrial estates
and clusters have been put on a GIS-based platform
and investors can search according to their needs.
The state was, however, keen to recover from its Posco
setback as the proposed 12 million tonnes mega steel
plant of South Korean steel giant at an investment of
$12 billion could not see the light of the day. The Korean
steel maker had stated its intention to surrender land
acquired for the project. The state has already offered
the same land parcel of 2,700 acres to the Sajjan Jindalled JSW Steel for setting up a 12 million tonne steel unit.
Asked about the progress on this front, Chopra said:
"The forest clearance was in the name of Posco and
JSW would need to apply for transferring the clearance
in its name. JSW is probably in the process of applying
for that. Land assessment was conducted based on
their (JSW) requirement and the recommendation was
2,900 acres." Chopra, however, claimed that Odisha
topped among all the states in the country with a high
rate of conversion of MoUs into actual investments.

 NMDC Ltd and Indian Rare Earth Limited signs a

MoU
KOLKATA: NMDC LtdNSE 2.23 % and Indian Rare
Earth Limited (IREL) signed a MoU on Monday to
jointly explore opportunities in rare earth elements in
India and abroad. The two partners will also look at
opportunities in setting up downstream value chain for
rare earth products.
Rare Earth Elements (REE) are used extensively
in almost every conceivable advanced technology
products and also have commercial, industrial and
military applications. China has a monopoly meeting
95% of the global demand. Domestically, IREL is the
sole producer of REE compounds. The ever increasing
demand for REE necessitates a concerted effort to
augment the resource position of our country and also
explore opportunities for acquisition sourcing from
abroad.

"Out of 92 MoUs signed in 2004-05, 46 have gone into
production with 50 per cent conversion rate. However, the
state government has stopped following a MoU-driven
approach since 2015. An MoU has no legal sanctity.
In a change of strategy, we assure project disposal
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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P.K.Satpathy, Director (Production), NMDC and A.K.
Mohapatra, Director (Technical), IREL signed the MoU
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seeks to recover Rs 32 billion for overproduction of
chromite ore beyond the statutory limits. Notices have
also been dispatched to others like Tata Steel, Balasore
Alloys, Ferro Alloys Corporation (FACOR), Indian Metals
& Ferro Alloys Ltd (IMFA), Jindal Stainless Ltd, B C
Mohanty, Mishrilal Mines and Industrial Development
Corporation Ltd (IDCOL).

in presence of N Baijendra Kumar, chairman NMDC
and D. Singh, CMD, IREL during an event which took
place at NMDC head office in Hyderabad. Dr Narendra
K Nanda, Director (Technical); Dr. T.R.K. Rao, Director
(Commercial); D S Ahluwalia, Director (Finance);
Sandeep Tula, Director (Personnel) and other senior
officials from NMDC and IREL were also present at the
signing ceremony.
Rakhi Mazumdar, ET Bureau | Apr 02, 2018

The chromite leaseholders have been asked to shell
out their share of compensation by May 10. Notices to
chrome ore mines follow similar demand notices first
served on iron and manganese ore mines and lately on
Coal India subsidiary Mahanadi Coalfields Ltd (MCL).
The state mines department after a Supreme Court
order pronounced on August 2 , 2017 on illegal mining
case in Odisha, had raised a demand amounting to Rs
175.76 billion on 131 iron ore and manganese mines.
Later, MCL faced a demand notice of Rs 83 billion.

 Govt. to auction 19 coal mines in June quarter, says
coal secretary
Of the 19 blocks to go under the hammer, 6 have been
identified for the steel sector while the remaining 13
mines are for non-regulated sectors

After the cancellation of coalmines auction twice, the
government is exploring certain relaxations for bidders
and plans to put on sale 19 blocks in the current quarter,
a top official has said. The government had last year
annulled the fifth round of auction on account of poor
response from bidders.

Chrome ore leaseholders are evaluating options,
including legal on the demand notices. "Yes, we have
got the demand notice. We have sent the same to
our legal department for scrutiny", said Anil Sureka,
Managing Director, Balasore Alloys Ltd. IMFA sources
said, "We are looking into the notice and will take
appropriate steps." Tata Steel and OMC authorities
were not immediately available for comments.
Jayajit Dash, BS, Bhubaneswar | April 12, 2018

"Yes we are wanting to do the next round of coal block
auction. This is probably the right time," Coal Secretary
Susheel Kumar told PTI. "So in this quarter, it (coal
block auction) should happen," he added. Of the 19
blocks to go under the hammer, 6 have been identified
for the steel sector while the remaining 13 mines are
for non-regulated sectors like cement, sponge iron and
captive power, he said.

 Govt relaxes rules for Coal India to ease coal-bed
methane extraction
Till now, Coal India had to apply to oil ministry for a
licence to extract CBM from its coal blocks

In order to attract more bidders and make successful
the next round of auctions the coal ministry is also
looking at providing certain relaxations but subject to
adequate transparency and competition. Kumar said:
"We are just looking at what relaxations can be given so
that this round of auctions succeed subject to obviously
adequate competition and adequate transparency.
Those are non-negotiable principles. So subject to that
if we can give some relaxations so that there are more
bidders. That's what we are exploring."

The Cabinet on Wednesday relaxed rules for stateowned Coal India Ltd for extraction of natural gas lying
below coal seams in its blocks in a bid to quickly boost
production. Till now, Coal India Ltd had to apply to
oil ministry for a licence to extract coal-bed methane
(CBM) from its coal blocks. Now, the world's largest
coal producer does not need such a permission.
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved
an amendment to the November 2015 regulations
issued by the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas
under Section 12 of the Oil Fields (Regulation and
Development) Act, 1948 (ORD Act, 1948). "Due to this
amendment relaxation is granted under the Petroleum
& Natural Gas Rules 1959 (PNG Rules, 1959), to Coal
India Ltd (CIL) and its subsidiaries for not applying for
grant of licence/lease under the PNG Rules, 1959 for
extraction of CBM under their Coal Bearing Areas," an
official statement said.

The fifth round of coal blocks auction was annulled
last year in the absence of good response from the
bidders as the steel industry was not in a good shape.
In December 2015, the government had annulled the
fourth round of coal mine auctions planned for January
2016 on account of tepid response from bidders in
sectors such as steel besides depressed commodity
prices and adverse market conditions.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | April 15, 2018

 Odisha slaps Rs 32 billion demand notice on Tata

Steel, OMC & others
The Odisha government has slapped a demand notice
on a string of chrome ore miners including its own PSU
Odisha Mining Corporation (OMC). The demand notice
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Stating that the decision is in line with the government's
initiatives of 'ease of doing business', it said the move
will expedite the exploration and exploitation of CBM,
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enhance the availability of natural gas and reduce
the demand-supply gap. "The increased development
activities for exploration and exploitation of CBM
gas reserves in-and-around the block will generate
economic activities which in turn has potential to create
employment opportunities in CBM operations and in
the industries," the statement said.

largest at 53 per cent of the total loans, followed by
non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) at 35 per
cent and the balance from the states.
About 43 per cent of loans are extended to the power
generation sector, followed by distribution at 37 per cent
and transmission at 20 per cent, the report said. It can be
noted that the power, steel, roads, mining and telecom
sectors are the most stressed accounts for banks
whose bad loan burden has crossed Rs 11 trillion or
10.5 per cent of the system as of December 2017. The
report further notes that the USD 116-billion national
power utilities lose around USD 9 billion annually but
can turnaround without hiking consumer tariffs and also
continue to offer the present average subsidy of 2 per
cent if the many of its cost-inefficiencies are resolved.
It also states that tariff hikes are not the way forward for
the sector to turnaround as already tariffs for industrial
and commercial consumers, who constitute 37 per
cent of demand, are very high compared to its regional
peers.

The government issued a notification on November
3, 2015 granting rights to CIL and its subsidiaries
for exploration and exploitation of CBM from all coal
bearing areas for which they possess mining lease
for coal. Clause 3(vi) of the Notification provided that
the "Lessee shall submit application under the P&NG
Rules 1959 for grant of Mining Lease (ML) for CBM
to Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas along with
detailed recommendations of Central Mine Planning &
Design Institute Limited (CMPDIL).
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | April 12, 2018

 Banks stare at $38-bn new bad loans from power

sector: Merrill Lynch Report
Of the USD 178 billion loan, the distribution companies
have USD 65 billion, generation companies have USD
77 billion, and transmission firms have a debt burden
of USD 36 billion

But the report is critical of the reforms introduced
to address inefficiencies saying they expect limited
progress. As per the report, of the USD 116 billion
expenditure incurred by power distributors annually (as
of March 2016 - the latest available data for national
distributors), 54 per cent is related to operations and
maintenance/other expenses across the value chain
(administration costs, employee expenses, taxes,
marginal profits etc), fuel comprises only 20 per cent of
the cost, borrowing cost is only 19 per cent and freight
charges are at a low 7 per cent. And surprisingly
subsidies to farmers constitute only 2 per cent of the
cost of the states on a national level barring for Punjab
and Haryana where its 7-8 per cent. Farmers are the
second biggest consumer segment for the discoms with
22 per cent of total power consumption as agricultural
power tariff is only Rs 1.7 per kilowatt hour (kWh)
against the cost of Rs 6.3 per kwh. Though some
states provide free power to farmers, the expenses are
paid by the respective states to distributors from their
annual budgets.

The banking sector, which is already reeling under
a mammoth pile of bad loans, is looking at potential
dud assets of USD 38 billion from the power sector,
as USD 53 billion of the USD 178 billion bank loans to
the sector are already stressed, said a report. "Of the
USD 178 billion (around Rs 11.7 trillion) of debt of the
power sector, USD 53 billion (around Rs 3.5 trillion)
are already under stress (primarily to the generation
sector) and of this, as much as USD 38 billion (around
Rs 2.5 trillion) have the potential of being written- off as
bad loans," the Bank of America-Merrill Lynch report
said on Wednesday.
The report is based on the fact that as much as 71
gigawatt (gw) of private sector coal-based projects are
facing bankruptcy filings at various NCLTs, implying
probable resolution from June 2019 and it expects an
average 75 per cent write-off in these loans. Of the USD
178 billion loan, the distribution companies have USD
65 billion, generation companies have USD 77 billion,
and transmission firms have a debt burden of USD 36
billion, says the report penned by BofA-ML research
analysts Amish Shah and Sriharsh Singh. Of the USD
53 billion of stressed loans, as much as USD 50 billion
are to the generation sector alone, says the report,
adding loans to the distribution sector, which were
earlier stressed, are now better off given quasi-state
guarantees and restructuring under the government's
Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana (Uday) scheme. Of
this USD 178 billion debt mountain, banks have the
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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"Our analysis suggests, while at the national level,
power subsidy comprises 2 per cent of all states'
annual expenditure, but for Punjab and Haryana, it
7-8 per cent," says the report. The sector has a USD
5 billion import bill as one-sixth of the fuel needs are
met by imports. For power generation companies, this
comprises USD 24 billion in annual costs, while coal
accounts for 87 per cent of this cost. Besides, USD
4 billion of such fuel is imported which is around 5
per cent the country's non-oil and non-gold imports),
comprising USD 3 billion of coal and USD 1 billion of
LNG.
Press Trust of India, Mumbai | April 4, 2018
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MINES SAFETY ASSOCIATION KARNATAKA
GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS
National Conference on FUTURE TRENDS IN MINING
(Tomorrow Mine – SAFE MINE)

25th & 26th May 2018
J.N.Tata Auditorium, Indian institute of Science, Bengaluru, Karnataka (India)
Mines Safety Association Karnataka (MSAK) which was established during 1968 by Late Sri.S.C.Mohanty of Hutti Gold Mines
Company Limited with support of DGMS will celebrate Golden Jubilee year during 2018. MSAK is a pioneer association in India,
dedicated to Mining Industry in Karnataka and parts of Andra Pradesh & Tamilnadu
CONFERENCE BACKGROUND
In this background, MSAK felt to organize the seminar to discuss “Future Trends in Mining” (Tomorrow Mine-SAFE MINE). The
experts in the various aspects of mining and other allied subjects are invited to present their views in all technical sessions for
meaningful discussion. The Seminar is designed to have better interaction instead of simple presentation.
CONFERENCE THEMES
1.
Safety Standards in Mining – New Tools
2.
New Trends of Exploration in Strategic & Research minerals
3.
Advance Technology in Mining operations
4.
Sustainable Environment
5.
Legislation, Amendments and their effects
6.
Infrastructure development around Mining (Stakeholders)
7.
Alternative system of transportation: Downhill Conveyors and Railway Siding etc.,
8.
Processing of Strategic Rare Earth Minerals & Beneficiation of low grade bulk minerals
9.
Education, Training & HRD
DELEGATE REGISTRATION
To register, please fill up the Registration Form and return it along with the applicable Fee.

Delegate Fee

Before 31st March 2018
Rs.3500/-

After 31st March 2018
Rs.4000/-

Spot Registration
Rs.4,250/-

Stall for Exhibit Products
Leading manufacturing companies are invited to exhibit their recent equipments or technology
Payments
The Demand Draft/Cheque towards the above amount may please be made in favour in Hon.Secretary, Mines Safety Association
Karnataka, payble at Hosapete and sent to Hon.Secretary, MSAK C/o. MSPL LIMITED, Baldota Enclave, Abheraj Baldota Road,
Hosapete-583 203, Ballari (Dist) Karnataka, India
Chief Patrons
Shri. Prasanta Kumar Sarkar
Director General of Mines Safety, Dhanbad, Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India
Principal Convener
Dr. Meda Venkataiah
Executive Director, M/s. MSPL LIMITED & Chairman, MSAK
Principal Sponsors
Directorate General of Mines Safety, Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India
Department of Mines & Geology, Government of Karnataka
For more details Contact
Convener
Shri. Dhananjaya G Reddy
General Manager, M/s. R.Praveen Chandra & Hon.Secretary, MSAK, Email id: dhananjaya@ermgroup.in
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Modeling confidence intervals for block estimates
using change of support model: An alternate nonlinear
geostatistical method
Abani R Samal

Abstract
The Zn assay values from the diamond drill holes within an anonymous manto-type zinc deposit are used in this study. A threedimensional block model with zinc grade estimates (Zn*) using ordinary kriging (OK) is used for analysis purposes. To calculate
the standard deviations by non-linear method (k) and the confidence intervals (CI) of block estimates, a discrete Gaussian
variogram model is used in this project.
The change-of support coefficient (rv) and the block-support correction are used in the ‘block-anamorphosis’. A calculated value of
rv is 0.99, implies that its influence in the block-anamorphosis is not significant (Roth & Armstrong 1996). The CIs are calculated
from the block-gaussian variables; then back transformed to the raw values i.e. to the original statistical distribution of the block
model. At 95% probability, the CI for the kriged block estimates Zn* are calculated using Gaussian kriged estimates of the Zn and
the corresponding standard deviations (Gaussian).
Key words / phrases: Confidence Interval, Change of support, discrete Gaussian variogram
INTRODUCTION
Reliable grade estimate models can be constructed by
optimizing the interpolation parameters in the ordinary kriging
process. The CI can be calculated from the resource model
assuming a normal distribution (normality) of the estimated
variable. A normal distribution is symmetric as shown in the
figure 1, which is also known as Gaussian distribution.
In mineral industry, the distribution of the dataset, the
estimates and the errors of estimates are hence assumed to
be normally distributed, which is not correct. The estimation
error for each block estimate can be calculated as the
difference between the real value and the estimated value.
Often the estimated variables and their estimation errors
are not normally distributed. Hence, the CI calculated using
the standard deviations and errors of estimation can be
unreliable.
At 95% probability, the CI of the kriged Zn estimates (Zn*)
is defined as: {(Zn* - 2k), (Zn* + 2k)}, where (Zn*) is the
kriged estimate and k is the kriged standard deviation. The
width of the CI is 4k. In case of skewed distribution of the
variable and the resultant estimate, the relative position of
the estimate within the limits of the CI is not symmetric,
which can make it difficult to estimate the CIs.
This paper demonstrates a non-linear technique to estimate
the CIs, in which the estimated grades are transformed

Figure 1: An example of a normal distribution

Principal, GeoGlobal LLC, Utah, United States of America, arsamal@gmail.com
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into Gaussian distribution using the technique known as
Gaussian-anamorphosis (Rivoirard, 1994). The CIs are
calculated for the Gaussian transformed data, then back
transformed to the original sample space i.e. statistical
distribution of the un-transformed (raw) composited drill hole
data. This technique was proposed by Roth and Armstrong
(1996). The conditional simulation (CS) method are also
used for defining confidence intervals. Compared to the CS
the block change of support method is simpler to apply for
defining confidence intervals.

set. The data is available in a local coordinate system.
Three dimensional solids were created to represent the
mineralization. The boundary between upper Hemimorphite
dominated mineralization and lower smithsonite dominated
mineralization is relatively sharp and structurally controlled.
METHODOLOGY
The data was composited down the hole at 2.5 m composite
length after deselecting very high grade assays i.e. zinc
> 15%. The mean of 2.5 m composites data is 2.01 with
standard deviation of 3.29. The statistics of the composited
drill hole data are shown in the table 1. The assumptions
of the second order stationarity are tested during the
exploratory data analysis.

DATA SET USED
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the application
of a non-linear geostatistical technique to estimate the CIs
for the kriged estimates (Zn*) of the variable “Z”. The database used in this research-project includes assay data from
a dolomite hosted zinc deposit in Mexico. The mineralization
occurs as iron oxide dominated brown colored hemimorphite
(Zn4 Si2 O7 (OH)2 -H2O, a Hydrated Zinc Silicate Hydroxide)
over a layer of light colored smithsonite (ZnCO3, a zinc
carbonate) as shown in the Figure 2.

Table 1: The statistical parameters of the zinc composites
Count

22744

Minimum

0.01

Maximum

15

Mean

2.01

Variance

10.8

Std. Dev

3.286

Due to clustered nature of the dataset, a 100m X 100m X
25m cell size was used for declustering the dataset (cell
declustering method). The declustering weights were used
in all statistical analyses. The variogram was calculated
using the composited data. The directional variogram-model
shown in Figure 3, consists of two exponential structures.
The nugget effect is 0.2 and sill is 7.5. The variogram
parameters are shown in the table 1.
Table 2: the variogram parameters of Zn
Variogram components

Range

Major

N 1950

00

32

Semi-major

N 105

5

43

Minor

N 1050

850

10

0

0

A block model of 6.25m X 6.25m X 5m size blocks was used.
The use of this block size is based on an analysis of possible
bench height of 10 m, the scope of the optimum block size
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. The blocks within
mineralized zone only were selected for grade estimation

Figure 2: The zinc mineralization at the study area

The exact location of the deposit is of no significance in this
study and hence the name and the location of the deposit
is not disclosed to protect the rights of the owners of dataNo. 10

Dip

The minor direction does not have a good model, and its
sill is at 6.0 which is lower than the major and semi major
directions. For simplifying the variogram model, a short 10
m range was applied to the minor variogram model. It should
be noted that the directional minor variogram model along
minor thickness of the ore-body is.

Left: Smithsonite, Right: Hemimorphite:
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Figure 5: The point anamorphosis of Zn data. The point anamorphosis
process was used to transfer the Zn data on the left into Gaussian
distribution which is shown on the right

The results of the point anamorphosis are shown in the
figure 5 and the point anamorphosis statistics are shown in
the table 2.

Figure 3: Directional variogram of Zn (<15% Zn)

of the Zn. The blocks were estimated using ordinary kriging
using two interpolation passes. Search parameters were
based on the parameters of the variogram model. The first
pass used the search ellipsoids with radii equal to half of
variogram ranges. The radii of second pass search ellipsoid
are equal to the variogram ranges. The radii of the third pass
search ellipsoid was a spherical search ellipsoid with radii
equal to the range of the largest variogram range with only
4 samples used irrespective of drill hole restrictions. The
kriged Zn estimates were obtained using this process.

Table 2: The results of point anamorphosis (Zn). The
experimental and theoretical mean and variance parameters
are used in the anamorphosis process only

The composite samples were transformed into a Gaussian
space using hermite-polynomials and the Gaussian
anamorphosis function is saved. Because the anamorphosis
function is built on the point data, this will be known as the
“point-anamorphosis” in this paper. The Figure 4 shows the
point anamorphosis function.

No. 10

Raw Variable

Gaussian
variable

Count

22744

22744

Minimum

0.01

-3.973231

Maximum

15

3.973231

Mean

2.01

0

Variance

10.8

0.999881

Std. Dev

3.286

0.999941

Experimental mean

2.01

Theoretical mean

2.01 [2.01]

Experimental variance

10.799

Theoretical variance

10.799 [10.798]

The block anamorphosis is calculated using the point
anamorphosis and the variogram model. Block-support
(or change of support) correction (rv) was calculated to be
0.99 using the block anamorphosis model. The rv is also
known as the change of support coefficient and is equal to
the correlation coeffficient between a random point (input
sample data) and the Gaussian block grade. The block
anamorphosis utilizes the (rv) to respect the difference in
variability between the point data and the block values. The
value of rv is between 0 and 1; a high value of r v i.e, close
to 1, means the influence of change of support is less. An
anisotropic set of block-Gaussian variograms along three
principal directions were calculated and modeled. The
variogram model is as shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 4: The point anamorphosis function (blue line). The red line
represents the experimental values.
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Figure 7: The relative position of the kriged estimate.

Figure 6: Block-Gaussian variogram model for Zinc. It should be noted that

The Gaussian transformed data and the block-Gaussian
variogram is then used to estimate the CIs. The normal
variable obtained by Gaussian anamorphosis has a zero
mean. Therefore, instead of ordinary kriging, a modified
simple kriging technique was used for this purpose, where
(rv) is used. At this stage, the kriged block Gaussian estimates
of Zn*g, was obtained. Zn*g = v (Zk), where v is the block
anamorphosis function. These values are back transformed
into raw-block values using the block-anamorphosis
function. The corresponding kriging variance values are
also estimated. The Gaussian CIs at 95% confidence level
were calculated as: {(Zn*g - 2kg), (Zn*g + 2kg)}, where
kg is the standard deviation associated with Zn*g. The
block-Gaussian anamorphosis model (v) is used to back
transform the Gaussian CIs in to the raw-sample space. The
theoretical part of this analyses are well discussed in the
Roth & Armstrong (1996).

Figure 8: The relative position of the kriged estimate

As seen in the Figure 8, the RP values seem to have
direct correlation with the estimated kriged Zn value.
Comparatively, a significant number of block estimates are
approximately or above 0.5 (RP). Substantial number of
blocks i.e. approximately 5% of total blocks, fall beyond RP
> 1, indicating that these blocks were influenced by some,
high-grade composites i.e, these high grade values were
heavily weighed. This may further mean that these blocks
should be treated carefully as they could be overestimating
the Zn grade. This was noticed during visual comparison
(Figure 9) of the kriged estimates with confidence interval
i.e. (CIhigh - CIlow).
No blocks were found to have RP values <0; this means
that the very low grade composited data have not heavily
influenced these blocks. Overall, the impacts of the extreme
values are not significant. However, most of the blocks i.e.
95% of the blocks were within expected boundary of 0 and
1.

RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
The lower limit of the CI, CIlow is defined as {v -1 (Zn*g - 2kg)}
while the higher limit of the CI, CIhigh is defined as {v -1 (Zn*g +
2kg)}, where v -1 is the back transformations function using
the block-Gaussian anamorphosis model (v). As shown in
the Figure 7, the position of the Zn* is within the CIlow and
CIhigh. In order to test the position of the ordinary kriged value
(Zk), a new term ‘relative position’ (RP) is introduced here,
which is calculated as the ratio (Zn* - CIlow) / (CIhigh - CIlow)
falls between 0 and 1. When Zn* = CIlow the RP = 0 and when
Zk = CIhigh, RP = 1 (refer Figure 8). The plot of RP vs. the
estimated values Zk is shown in Figure 9.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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FINAL DISCUSSIONS
The results indicate that the CI estimated using non-linear
techniques, provides an assessment of the quality of the
original ordinary kriging estimates (Zn*). As it is seen in the
Figure 8, the CI generally increases with the kriged estimate
(Zk), which is expected. As discussed earlier approximately
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Figure 9: Visual comparison of. Kriged estimates of Zn with CI on a vertical cross-section through the middle of the deposit.

5% of blocks are beyond the limits of the CIs, which implies
that the majority of the blocks are within the calculated CI
limits. From a visual inspection of CI (CI) vs. the kriged
estimates (Figure 9) it appears that the blocks with kriged
values beyound the CI limits are mostly low grade and high
grade blocks, but not all high grade blocks or all low grade
blocks fall in this group (shown in blue).

Shareholder Anil Agarwal offers mining giant Anglo help to
expand in India
The mining tycoon wasn't explicit about whether he wanted to
assist Anglo with increasing sales to India or to start operating
mines there
Anglo American Plc’s biggest shareholder, billionaire Anil
Agarwal, has offered to help the mining giant expand into India.
“That’s a big market for them,” Agarwal said in an interview in
Lusaka. “I am going to help them if they need to open up that
market for them to work there.”

This analysis indicates that majority of the blocks with the
ordinary kriged block estimates (Zn*) generally are reliable
estimates for this data set. One of the attributes contributing
to this result could be the spatial distribution of the composite
data. The block estimates falling out side the CI limits are
highly influenced by relatively few composites. An analysis
of the minimizing of the uncertainty asociated with these
blocks is beyond the scope of this paper.

The mining tycoon wasn’t explicit about whether he wanted to
assist Anglo with increasing sales to India or to start operating
mines there. Currently Anglo has no operational presence in
the world’s second-most populous nation, although most of the
diamonds its De Beers unit sells are cut and polished in the
country. Agarwal surprised Anglo’s management last year when
he took a 21 per cent stake in the company. The structure of the
purchase, done via a mandatory exchange bond issued by a
family company, effectively means he rents the shares until the
bond matures in 2020.

This analysis demonstrates the use of another mathematical
tool for assessment of risk in the kriged block estimates,
which can be used to measure the confidence on the
estimated grades. The confidence-interval calculations are
similar to the ones that can be calculated using conditional
simulation techniques. The techniques demonstrated above
are much less time consuming than conditional simulation
methods.

The shares have rallied since he took control of them in two
tranches last year. “I think I have been proven right and I am
very pleased that the share price has increased,” said Agarwal,
who also controls miner Vedanta Resources Plc. “I am also
appreciating management, management is doing extremely
good work.” Since Agarwal doesn’t benefit much from a rising
stock price, analysts have speculated that he might take an
activist role in the blue-chip miner. In 2016, Agarwal proposed a
tie-up between Anglo and the zinc unit of Vedanta, and he said
last year the combination would have been a good match.
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Agarwal, who’s repeatedly said he’s not an activist investor,
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happy with the stake,” he said.
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COKING COAL SCENARIO IN INDIA WITH SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCE
INVENTORY- POSSIBLE OPTIONS TO ENHANCE TO MINEABLE
RESERVES AND PRODUCTION
T.S. Suresh Kumar

Abstract
In India, Coal is the main fuel mineral, which plays an important role in generation of electricity, steel making, cement, fertilizers,
chemicals, paper and other small industries. India’s Coal resources are quite encouraging and during the year 2015, India was the
third largest coal producing country in the world with 9.09% of world’s coal production.
India is endowed with 308.8 Billion tons of Coal resources (279 Bt Non Coking & 34.50 Bt Coking, up to a depth of 1200m
explored as on 01.04.2017). However ironically, India still import’s Coal viz 190.95 Mt of Coal were imported during FY 201617 from various countries to meet the Industry’s demand. Of this total basket, coking coal share is 41.64 Mt and Non coking coal
is 149.31 Mt and stood in second position with 18.49% share of imported Coking coal from other countries. The import of coking
coal could be attributed mainly in understanding the coking characteristic, categorization of inventory of Coal resources, mining
constraints etc. The demand and supply of Coal in general and Coking Coal in particular and it’s associated problems with specific
reference to coking characters requirement for coke making in India is discussed in the succeeding part of this paper.
In order to minimise the gap between the demand and supply and enhance production of coking coal, it is essential to effectively
beneficiate Prime/Medium coking coals by and blending them with imported low ash coking coal. Although application of newer
extraction / beneficiation process in the offing, there is a need for Coal India to improve the recovery of raw coal by application of
newer technology in their Collieries and to upgrade their existing Washeries to maximize the recovery of clean coal and enhance
production of indigenous coking coal. This would facilitate in minimizing the import of prime coking coal for long term sustenance
and optimal utilization of Indian coking coal.
Key words: Coking coal, Categorization of resource, Coal characteristic, Coke, Extraction, Washeries, Beneficiation.
I INTRODUCTION
The total geological resources of Coal in India has been
estimated to be over 315.15 billion tons up to a depth of
1200 m as on 01.04.2017(Coking, Non Coking and Tertiary
coal). Out of the total resources, the Gondwana coalfields
accounts for 313.56 billion tonnes (99.5%) while the Tertiary
coalfields of Himalayan region contributes 1.59 billion

tonnes (0.5%) of coal resources. The percentage of share
of Prime/Medium/Semi coking resources is 10.96% (34.50
billion tonnes), Non-coking coal is 88.54% (279.027 billion
tonnes) and Tertiary coal is 0.50% (1.587 billion tonnes) in
the total resources. The Coal type-wise and category-wise
resources as on 01.04.2017 are shown in Table No.1.

Table 1: Coal type-wise and category-wise resources of India as on 01.04.2017 (in Mt)
Coal Type

Measured

Indicated

Inferred

Total

% share

Prime Coking

4614.35

698.71

0.00

5313.06

1.69

Medium Coking

13500.52

12132.65

1879.47

27512.64

8.73

519.44

994.87

193.21

1707.44

0.54

Sub Total of Coking Coal

18634.25

13826.23

2072.68

34533.26

10.96

Non- Coking Coal

123829.55

125385.72

29812.60

279027.87

88.54

Tertiary Coal

593.81

99.34

894.53

1587.68

0.50

Grand Total

143057.71

139311.29

32779.81

315148.81

100

45.39

44.20

10.40

100.00

Semi Coking

% Share
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The commercial classification of Coking coal with prime parameters is shown in Table No. 2.
Table No.2: Commercial classification of Coking coals
Parameters

Medium Coking

Prime Coking

Weakly
Coking

Semi Coking

Low Volatile

Medium Volatile

High Volatile
1-2

Moisture (Air dried)

1

1-2

1

Ash%

17 ± 0.5

18 ± 0.5

17 ± 0.5

VM% (dmf)

22-32

20-22

22-32

32-37

C%

88-91

90-91.5

88-91

H%

4.8-5.3

4.7-4.9

CV (Kcal/kg)

8700-8850

Coke Type (LTGK)

High Volatile

Low Volatile
3-5

3-5

37-44

18-20

38-46

85-88

83-85

90-91.5

83-84

4.8-5.3

5.1-5.4

5.4-5.8

4.7-4.8

5.1-5.6

8700-8800

8700-8850

8500-8700

8200-8500

8700-8800

8200-8400

G - G 5-6

F/G

E-F

F/G

D/E

D

D

CSN / SI

>3

Around 2

Around 3

Max Fluidity (ddpm)Gieseler plastometer

200-2000

Reflectance

1-1.4

17 ± 0.5

Around 3

2000 - 3000
1.4-1.5

3000

0.85 - 0.95

II GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF COAL IN INDIA
Geographically Coking coal in India is distributed mainly
in 4 states i.e. Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal
& Chhattisgarh. Out of which Jharkhand holds 89.25% of
the coking coal resources. In Jharkhand, Coking coal is
distributed in Jharia, Ramgarh, Raniganj, North & South
Karanpura and East & West Bokaro Coalfields. Among
these, Jharia coalfield is the only coalfield in India which has
Prime coking coal resources. Jharkhand state is endowed

2-3

0.75-0.85

with 90% of the total medium coking coal resources of
India, while West Bengal and Jharkhand have semi coking
coal resources of 46.20% & 43.84% respectively. The
distribution of Prime coking -, Medium Coking and semicoking coal resources in different states of India is shown
in Table No.3 and the category-wise and depth-wise coking
coal resources of India as on 01.04.2017 are shown in Table
No.4.

Table No.3: Distribution of Prime -, Medium & semi-coking coal resources in different states as on 1.4.2017 ( All figures
in Million tonnes)
PRIME
MEDIUM
SEMI
GRAND
S.No.
STATE
COAL FIELD
COKING
COKING
COKING
TOTAL
1

ASSAM

2

CHHATTISGARH

SINGRIMARI

0.39

0.39

SONAHAT

170.02

170.02

8117.70

8117.70

6164.00

11477.06

NORTH KARANPURA

3721.24

3721.24

RAMGARH

861.37

656.94

1518.31

RANIGANJ

286.40

91.40

377.80

SOUTH KARANPURA

809.63

809.63

WEST BOKARO

4815.21

4815.21

PENCH-KANHAN

666.42

666.42

SOHAGPUR

1417.37

1417.37

RANIGANJ

550.38

EAST BOKARO
JHARIA
3

JHARKHAND

4

MADHYA
PRADESH

5

WEST BENGAL

5313.06

788.77

1339.15

(Source: Inventory of Coal resources published by CMPDIL for 1.4.2017)
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Table No.4: Coalfield-wise and depth-wise resources of Coking coal as on 01.04.2017 (All figures in Million tonnes)
coal field

depth range(m)

proved

indicated

inferred

total

0-600

4939.41

4.01

0

4043.42

4039.41

4.01

0

4043.42

prime coking coal
jharia
sub total
MEdium coking coal
east bokaro

0-600

3137.43

2466.23

77.24

5680.90

jharia

0-600

4064.18

2.82

0

4087.00

north karanpura

0-600

506.67

2799.14

413.43

3721.24

south karanpura

0-600

0

248.04

32.83

280.87

pench-kanhan

0-600

107.83

400.01

158.58

666.42

ramgarh

0-600

577.04

284.33

0

861.37

raniganj

0-600

544.74

17.17

0

561.91

sohagpur

0-600

246.66

1078.16

92.55

1417.37

west bokaro

0-600

3486.87

1294.68

33.66

4815.21

12673.42

8590.58

808.29

22072.29

sub total
semi coking coal
ramgarh

0-600

171.94

431.55

53.45

656.94

raniganj

0-600

218.1

167.39

12.07

397.56

sonahat

0-600

70.77

99.25

0

170.02

singrimari

0-600

0

0.39

0

0.39

460.81

698.58

65.52

1224.91

17173.68

9293.17

873.81

27340.66

574.94

694.70

0

1269.64

574.94

694.70

0

1269.64

sub total
total
prime coking coal
jharia

600-1200

sub total
MEdium coking coal
east bokaro

600-1200

255.93

1394.07

786.08

2436.08

jharia

600-1200

296.30

1800.70

0

2097.00

raniganj

600-1200

274.87

0

0

274.87

sohagpur

600-1200

0

81.94

21.70

103.64

south karanpura

600-1200

0

265.36

263.40

528.76

827.10

3542.07

1071.18

5440.35

58.63

296.29

127.69

482.61

58.63

296.29

127.69

482.61

Total

1460.67

4533.06

1198.87

7192.60

Grand Total

18634.31

13826.23

2072.68

34533.22

sub total
semi coking coal
Raniganj

600-1200

Sub total

(Source: Inventory of Coal resources published by CMPDIL for 1.4.2017),
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From the above table it is evident that 27,340.66 million
tonnes of coking coal resources are available upto 600m
depth and 7192.60 million tonnes of -- coking coal resources
are available from 600m-1200m depth.

The Jharia coalfield falls in the BCCL (Bharat Coking Coal
Limited) a subsidiary of Coal India Ltd (CIL) - command
area. It has 53 operating mines, out of which 19 mines are
underground, 20 mines are Opencast, while 20 mines have
open cut/underground combination. - The production of
coking coal from this coalfield- mainly comes from BCCL
and also from some private companies like TSL & IISCO.

III COKING COAL COALFIELDS
The Prime Coking coals are occurring only in Jharia
Coalfield and the Medium/semi-coking coals are occurring
in Jharia, East & West Bokaro, North & South Karanpura,
Pench-Kanhan, Ramgarh, Raniganj & Sohagpur coalfields.

IV DEMAND Vs SUPPLY OF COKING COAL
Coking coal is required to produce coke, which in turn is
used as a fuel and reducing agent for iron ore smelting in
blast furnaces. The Iron & Steel industry, which primarily
consumes coking coal and some high-grade non-coking coal,
is the second largest consumer of domestic coal (9.35%)
after power (78.34%). The third largest consumer of coal
in India is the cement industry, which accounts for 3.92%
of total consumption. Other smaller consumers include the
fertilizer, textile (including jute and jute products), paper
and the brick industries. The trend of demand and supply
of domestic coking coal and Import along with production
of Coking coal in India from FY 2007-08 to FY 2016-17 is
shown below in Table No. 5 & Fig No.1

In Jharia coalfield, a total of 18 coal seams have been
identified and the top seams i.e. XVIII to XIII are of superior
quality (Prime coking) and seams XII to X are medium to
superior quality (Medium to Prime coking) and seams below
X are of inferior quality. The thickness of Barakar sequence
is about 1000m and seams up to X are occurring within
600m depth. At places few coal seams are affected by
Igneous intrusive and converted to Jhama (Baked/cindered
Coal) and the behaviour of intrusive body is highly erratic in
nature and difficult to predict.

Table No.5: Demand and supply of coking coal in India (in Million tonnes)
2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17
Demand of
Metallurgical
Coking Coal

39.02

37.66

39.39

40

46.7

52.3

53.98

55.46

77

56.62

Supply of
Metallurgical
Coking coal

16.44

15.06

15.17

16.08

15.9

14.8

15.24

13.26

13.87

15.13

GAP

22.58

22.6

24.22

23.92

30.8

37.5

38.74

42.2

63.13

41.49

Import*

22.03

21.08

24.69

19.48

31.8

35.56

36.87

43.71

44.56

41.64

Production of
Metallurgical
Coking Coal

18.07

17.3

17.73

17.7

16.24

14.55

15.11

13.78

14.34

14.67

Production of
Raw Coking
coal

34.45

34.81

44.41

49.55

51.66

51.58

56.82

57.45

60.89

61.661

(Source: Provisional Coal Statistics 2016-17, by coal controller’s organisation, Ministry of coal, India)
V COKING COAL PRODUCTION IN INDIA
Although India has large coal resources, the Prime coking
coal constitutes only 1.69% and the medium & semi-coking
coal is 9.27% of the total coal resources established. For
making Coke for use in the Steel making process, Prime
Coking/medium/semisoft coal with low ash % having coking
propensity is required. Domestic metallurgical coking coal
production has remained more or less flat for the past 10
years; Production of metallurgical coking coal has in fact
declined, while the Coke production has risen by almost
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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30% since 2004 and is poised to grow further with increase
in steel making capacity. From the table it is evident that,
the production of raw coking coal is higher than the supply
but the metallurgical proportion of it, is only around 14 Mt.
This means, significant proportion of coking coal either not
totally tested for its coking propensity or may be of inferior
coking characteristics (which can be improved upon through
beneficiation process) is being utilised as thermal coal. To
overcome the shortage of coking coal, Steel plants are
importing prime coking coal / Semi coking coal from different
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Fig No.1: Demand, Supply, Import & Production of Coking coal from FY
2007-2008 to FY 2016- 2017 (in Mt)

Table 7: Concerns in importing Coking coal from other
countries
Name of the
country
Mozambique

Concern







(Source: Provisional Coal Statistics 2016-17, by coal controller’s
organisation, Ministry of coal, India)

Mongolia




countries like Australia, Indonesia and small quantities from
USA and Canada to meet the requirement for coke making.




VI IMPORTS OF COKING COAL
With the present rate of industrial growth, there is high
demand for Steel, which in turn requires more coking
coal, necessitating need to import Coking coal to bridge
the gap between demand & supply. The import of coking
coal from other countries depend upon the logistics and
price economics. Although Indonesia & Mozambique has
geographic proximity, quality of coking coal, infrastructure
bottleneck and steady availability of coal from that country
is a big concern. The world’s coking coal production in 2015
(Source: International Energy Agency –IEA) is shown below
in Table No. 6. India imported 18.49% of total coking coal
produced in the world and stood in the second position after
Chaina.

Russia


USA



1. Limitations in availability of geological data generated
during exploration
Prime coking coal in India is available only in Jharia coalfield
and mining in this coalfield is being carried out over a century.
It is observed that many coal mines in Jharia coalfield after
mining some seams were abandoned due to mine fire,
inundation, negotiation of faults, land and local issues etc.
By systematically re visiting and mapping of all the in puts
required for preparation of scientific planning, the potential
areas still left out which could be feasible for mining by
application of modern method subject to favourable geomining conditions could be delineated. This findings should
be further validated by carrying out additional exploration for
preparation of underground mine plan. The exploratory drill
hole core should be used for carrying out washability study
and gas content, to understand the coal characteristics
particularly interms of coking characters and the gaseous
nature of seams . Based on the study, suitable mining
method could be adopted to extract the coal from unexplored
/ abandoned coal mines. Possibility of converting the

VIII CONSTRAINTS IN RAMPING UP OF DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION OF COKING COAL IN INDIA
The major constraints in ramping up of production of coking
coal in India are :
Limitations in availability of geological data generated
during exploration

2.

Resources under forest cover,

3.

Quality of coking coal(high inherent ash)

4.

Status of Existing infrastructure etc.
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VII CONCERNS OF IMPORTED COAL
It is also observed that there are several concerns while
importing the Coking coal from other countries viz., Quality,
Logistics, Political stability, and commercial issues. The
concerns of importing Coking coal from other countries is
shown below in Table 7.

1.



Poor Quality (High ash and Phosphorous)
Infrastructure development and mine to
port connectivity is a major challenge and
needs huge capital investment
Current ports are shallow, new rail and
deep water ports necessary for full
commercialization
Law & Order as well as political stability is a
concern in long run
Has a high freight advantage for India due
to proximity
Not conducive for Indian market due to
logistic constraints
Has emerged as the major exporter to
China
Exports to China is done primarily through
road movement
Poor roads & lack of rail - infrastructure
brings with it uncertainty of coking coal
transportation in Mongolia
New capacity is dependent on expansion of
ports
Logistics becomes a major constrain for
exports to India
Recent rise in Atlantic freight has put the
US miners in a disadvantage position.
This makes US coal unviable as alternative
source for Indian market.
Most US coal is HV, and India needs LV
and MV HCC coals for blending
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IX NEED TO RELOOK ON THE RESOURCE
CATERGORIZATION
In general, it is assumed that opencast mining is feasible
upto a the depth of 300 meters as per ISP norms, subject
to compliance of other mining conditions. Accordingly the
opencast resources have been estimated upto 300m depth,
while underground mining resources have been classified
upto a depth of 600 m. Beyond 600m depth, it would be
difficult to mine even in underground, because of the strata
conditions, ground water problems & gas content, hence the
resources have been classified separately. Considering the
various constraints on the ground including mining, there is
a need to revisit the feasibility of defining open cut mining
upto 300 m depth, accordingly re cast the resources.

abandoned coal mines at shallow depths into an opencast
mine where feasible subject to cost economics should be
also explored. The 2 D / 3 D seismic surveys will be most
economical and faster method, to give an overall idea about
the structure and behaviour of seams and provides input for
feasibility of mining with modern methods. It is understood
that BCCL is intensifying application of new technologies to
prevent mine fire in opencast and underground mines which
will save the coal from burning.
2 Resources under forest cover
Most of the coalfields of India are basically developed in
river basins and the vegetation cover in the coalfield area is
under dense forest, open forest and scrubs etc. As a prelude
to mine development, carrying out exploration in Forest area
itself is a- bigger task. Further as per statute, for opening of
a mine, it is necessary to have both the environmental and
forest clearances from all the concerned agencies.

X POSSIBLE OPTIONS TO ENHANCE RESERVES OF
COKING COAL AND EXTRACTION
Considering the importance of coking coal in steel making
process and also to gradually minimise the import of coking
coal by the industry, the following steps needs to be further
deliberated and necessary action to be initiated by Central
Mine Planning and Development Institute of India (CMPDIL)
under Ministry of Coal to enhance and establish Mineable
Reserves from substantial Resource established under
various categories.
1) Most of the coal mines in Jharia are very old and in
some of the areas, systematic mining couldn’t be carried
out possibly due to limited exploratory data and infra
structure difficulties in the past. Few coal seams which
are rich in coking propensities and clean coal yield
are left unmined or partially mined due to limitations in
mining like, mine fire, water logging, barrier zones of
adjacent collieries, depth, forest, surface constraints,
technology constraints etc. With the advancement of
technology for maximizing extraction of Coal by open
cut / underground method, studies need to be carried
out to find out the feasibility of extracting these coal
based on the cost economics.
2) CMPDIL, is recognized Exploration agency for coal
under Ministry of Coal and repository of past exploration
data, who also have access to all the collieries mining
data. Hence they should re build comprehensive
integrated geological model of Jharia basin using
latest state of art software’s like Minex etc. using the
past exploration and mine data. The model could be
further validated by surface geophysical techniques viz
2 D/ 3 D seismic survey as appropriate to identify the
possible potential areas to establish the continuity of
seam /otherwise. The findings should be validated by
additional drill holes and the core recovered from these
holes should be also tested for coking characters, gas
content of seam as well for clean coal recovery .
3) The above studies should lead to delineation of newer
resource bearing area being converted to extractable

About 80% of the coking coal bearing areas in the state of
Jharkhand are under forest cover and highly populated areas,
hence there are procedural delays in getting clearances
exploration/mine development. Steps to be taken to expedite
the process particularly for coking Coal project so that it can
be put on production at an early date.
3 Quality of coking coal
In Jharia coalfield, a total of 18 coal seams have been
identified and the top seams i.e., XVIII to XIII are of superior
quality and seams XII to X are medium to superior quality
and seams below X are of inferior quality in terms of recovery
and coal characteristics. Due to limited exploration data, the
variation in coal characters as well as impact of intrusive
on coking coal is not comprehensively understood, which in
turn affects inherent quality of coal.
The Ash% of the coal seams varies from 16% to 35% (Steel
Grade I to Washery Grade IV) due to drift origin. Hence the
Indian coals necessarily have to be beneficiated to remove
the shaly matter to reduce the ash content of coal in order
to use in the metallurgical purposes. The modern process
of washing of coal to remove the shaly matter is to be
expedited.
4. Status of Existing infrastructure
Development of railway network which is the prime mode
of transportation of coal due to its bulk nature, is under
development in these areas and this resulted in the delay in
transportation of coal from the mining pit to the customers.
Although steps are being taken to improve the existing
network for movements of rakes, but due to overcapacity of
track there is limitation or delay in turnaround time for rake
movements, resulting in non availability of coal in time to
customer. In the absence of railway network, transportation
of coal is being done through road by trucks.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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also save foreign exchange to make India self-sufficient in
Coking coal to the extent possible.

reserves with the up dated coking characteristics and
clean coal These data would be very useful for assessing
application of new technologies in extraction of coal
and also assess the techno economic feasibility.
4)

Clean coal recovery of PSU washeries are on lower
side compared to privately operated Washeries which
recovers about 40 to 50% clean coal, depending upon
coal seam characteristics- Although - steps have been
initiated to improve the recovery, this needs to be put
on fast track to recover the losses and improve the
beneficiation process productivity.

5)

The high ash washery Grade-IV & ungraded coals
from various known coking coal coalfields needs to be
tested and washed to enhance coking characteristics
of clean coal which could find its use in coke making
process.

6)

7)

8)
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Mining Engineers' Association of India
NOMINATIONS FOR MEAI AWARDS 2017
The Mining Engineers’ Association of India presents awards sponsored by the Industry/individuals during Annual General Meeting every
year. This year we are planning for a Grand MEAI Award function during the first week of July 2018. Nominations for the following Awards
are invited in the prescribed form, so as to reach the Secretary General by 10th May 2018. Nomination can be made for one award only.
(A) Nominations are invited for the year 2017 for the following awards:
1.

MEAI Sitaram Rungta Memorial Award for the best paper on Mining related issues during the year 2017

2.

MEAI NMDC Award for significant contribution to Iron Ore Industry during the year 2017

3.

MEAI Simminds Award for significant contribution to limestone industry during the year 2017

4.

MEAI Smt. Bala Tandon Memorial Award in recognition of contribution to Mining Industry for improving ecology, environment and
afforestation during the year 2017

5.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Mining Engineer of the year 2017) in recognition of significant contribution
to Mining Industry by a Mining Engineer with 20 years of experience in the Industry

6.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Young Mining Engineer of the years 2017) in recognition of significant
service to Mining Industry by an Young Mining Engineer who has not completed 35 years of age as on 30th April 2017

7.

MEAI SRG Informational Technology Award for the year 2017 in recognition of significant contribution to Mining Industry adopting
Information Technology during the year

8.

MEAI Smt. Gullapalli Saraladevi Memorial Award (Lifetime Achievement by a Mining Engineer) during the year 2017

9.

MEAI Master Tanay Chadha Memorial Geologist Award for the year 2017 in recognition of significant contribution by a geologist
in the field of Mineral Exploration, quality control and production, mine planning etc. during the year

10.

MEAI Smt Veena Roonwal Memorial Award for the year 2017 to a Mining Engineer/Geologist/a qualified person involved with
Mining Industry with 10 years experience for presenting a paper during the year in a seminar/symposium workshop organized by
MEAI on “Water Management in and around a working mine” or “Implementation of New/Latest Technology in Mining and allied
subjects

11.

MEAI- Smt Kiran Devi Singhal Memorial Award for the year 2017 only to a person (MEAI Member/Non member- need not
necessarily be from mining discipline) for his/her contribution in the field of “Development and Conversation of Minerals and
Environment” in and around Metalliferous mines (excluding Coal and oil) during the year 2017.

12.

MEAI Award to a Best paper on Eco-Friendly Mining Published in the Mining Engineers’ Journal in the year 2017, instituted by
Dr. M.L Jhanwar, Jaipur

13.

MEAI-SCCL Coal Award for the year 2017 to a Mining Engineer for meritorious contribution to the Coal Industry

14.

MEAI- SCCL Coal Award for the year 2017 to a Geologist for meritorious contribution to the Coal Industry

15.

MEAI- SCCL Coal Award for the year 2017 to a Mechanical Engineer for meritorious Contribution to the Coal Industry

16.

MEAI – SCCL Coal Award for the year 2017 to a Foreman/Over man for meritorious Contribution to the Coal Industry

About the Awards
The awards are presented to the members of the Association who contributed significantly to different aspects of mining and mineral
industries. Qualified and eligible non-members who contributed memorable services to the growth of the Mining and Mineral industries
will also be considered depending upon the merits.
The nominations from
the individuals
in the prescribed format will have to be routed through the Chairman of the chapter to which
the applying members belong to or through a Council Member.
The Chapter Chairman/ Council
Member shall forward
Association of India before the stipulated date.

the nomination to the

Secretary

The nominations and the enclosures for
the awards are to be forwarded in Five Sets along with
recent photographs and a soft copy to email meai1957@gmail.com

General,
their

Mining

Engineers’

biodata

and

two

For detailed guidelines please visit Website www.meai.org or MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION AND RULES & REGULATIONS (as
on 25.10.2010)
A.K. Kothari
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MEAI AWARD NOMINATION PROFORMA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Certified that I know Shri...........................................................
...................................................................................................
................. personally and his nomination is being forwarded for
consideration.

Name:
Date of Birth:
Academic Qualification:
Professional Qualification:
Whether a Member/ Life Member of MEAI:
Nominated for which award:
Specific details for the award nominated as per requirement
of bye-laws (Enclose the relevant documents):
Mobile no. & email id:

8.

Chairman, MEAI Chapter..............(Or) Council Member, MEAI
Enclosed copies of documents on experience and achievements.
i.
ii.
iii.

Date:

Chainpura: Another Major multi-metal Occurrence of
Lead Zinc Silver in Rajasthan
Accidental detection of rich multi-metals recently (Oct-2017) in drill cuttings of some
borewells in Chainpura village located in close proximity with Rampura Agucha
deposit has sparked a glister in the metal bowl of India. As is known, no major metal
discovery has been taken place since that of world class Rampura Agucha deposit
(1977) in late seventies.
Genetically, Rampura Agucha is sedex type deposit formed in the basement ensemble
represented by the gneiss-granite-amphibolite association and orebody associated
with country rock like Granite gneiss, generally banded, along with amphibolite and
calc-silicate rock. The couple of kilometres of the Rampura Agucha area (Enclosed
Figure and Roy, et al., 2004; “Tectno stratigraphy of the Lead Zinc bearing metasedimentary rocks of the Rampura Agucha mine and its Neighbourhood, District
Bhilwara, Rajasthan”; a book Sediment Hosted Lead Zinc Sulphide Deposits, CRC
Press, 2004) is hosted in a metasedimentary sequence of shale (minor) sand (impure)
carbonate association belonging to the Aravalli Supergroup of Paleoproterozoic age.
The Geological study conducted out by Dr. Roy indicated that the above mentioned
Chainpura block is a part of same geological matrix as Rampura Agucha area and
passed through same geological events. Near similar metal grade scenario (as
mentioned below) found from the limited borewell samples preliminarily indicates that this occurrence may be syn-genetic with
Rampura Agucha deposit. However, detailed exploration process using diamond drilling, core logging and mapping would further
elaborate or confirm its genesis.
It is worth to mention that Mr. Rajendra Dashora (President, Mining operations), Mr. Subhadip Adak (Geologist), P.K.Rajmeny
(retired Geotech. Engineer) were passing through the area, when Mr. Mahindra (local resident) brought some drill cuttings
obtained from two borewells of Mr. Shanker located in Chainpura village about 4-5km south west of the Rampura Agucha deposit.
The team immediately recognized the mineral bearing cuttings and rock matrix which are similar to that of Rampura Agucha
deposit – Graphite Mica Schist as host for mineralization within country rock of Garnet Biotite Sillaminite Gniess, Amphibolite
and Cal-silicates.
These drill well cutting samples were sent for analysis on personal level which bore surprising results – 2-3% Pb, 7 to 16%
Zn, 80 to 110 ppm Silver. Immediately, the matter was informed on 6th Oct 2017 to Department of Mining and Geology- DMG
(Bhilwara, Udaipur, Jaipur) and Geological Survey of India – GSI- (Kolkatta, and Jaipur) requesting for a detailed exploration.
The concerned state and central departments has kindly started detailed soil survey, geo-physical survey vigorously which so
far yielded very promising results in terms of grade of multi-metals viz. Pb, Zn, Ag, etc. However, proving its volume or tonnage/
extent by as a part of detailed exploration techniques like diamond drilling is in process which is learnt to be undertaken by GSI
this month.
The said occurrence, located at a shallow depth of 20-30m from surface and its very rich metal grade proves to be very bright
mining and metal extraction prospects. It will not only help in uplifting living standards of local community but also boost up
Country’s Lead, Zinc, Silver demands and exchequer grossly.
- Pramod Rajmeny
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MEAI News
meai Diamond Jubilee Celebrations
Barajamda Chapter
National Seminar on “Technology Innovation & Safety in
Mining Industry” Organised by MEAI Barajamda Chapter
Venue: JRDTTI, Noamundi, Tata Steel on 23-24.03.2018

an active role while any amendments are made to mining
legislations. Speech Session was followed by release of the
souvenir by the dignitaries.
Mr. Rajesh Kumar (Joint Secretary, Barajamda Chapter),
presented the annual activities conducted by the Barajamda
Chapter. A tribal dance by members of the TSRDS group
was performed to start the program in a traditional and
unconventional way.

On the occasion of the Diamond jubilee celebrations of
MEAI and MEAI Barajamda Chapter, a two-day National
Seminar was organized at Noamundi Iron Mine, Tata steel
on 23-24, March 2018. The topic of the National Seminar
was “Technological Innovation & Safety in Mining Industry”.
Mr. Arun Kothari, National President, MEAI was the Chief
Guest on this Occasion. Other dignitaries present on the dais
on this occasion were, Mr. Satish Kumar (DMS, Chaibasa
Region), Mr. M. Fasihuddin (former General Manager, OMQ
and former President MEAI), Mr. V.S. Rao (former Executive
Director, FAMD and former President, MEAI), Mr. P. Saidev
(Executive Director, SAIL), Mr. Sanjay Pattnaik (Managing
Director, TSIL), Mr. Manas Biswas (General Manager, Gua
Iron Mine, SAIL) and Mr. H Majumdar (Vice Chairman,
Barajamda Chapter).

Exhibition Stalls were displayed by various mining companies
to present their models, which was followed by the Technical
Sessions. In all 25 technical papers were presented in four
Technical Sessions in the two-days seminar. Key highlights
and learnings from these technical papers include the
following:
ä
Mineral levies and ease of doing business in mining
industry
ä
Use of underground water robots, advancement in
mine surveillance system
ä
Use of rope con and pipe conveyor in transportation
ä
Importance of simulator based training
ä
Use of LIDAR technology in surveying
ä
Use of surface miner for blast free mining
ä
Use of Photo Sat GPS for surveillance
ä
Potential for Use of natural gas and CNG in dumpers
ä
Use of fleet management system for improving the
operational excellence
ä
RFID based solution in dispatch process
ä
Challenges and innovation in rock blasting techniques
ä
Mine excellence system in drilling and blasting and use
of cloud based data
ä
Autonomous haulage system in mining industry
ä
Potential for use of high capacity excavators and dump
trucks and automated drill machine
ä
Noise mapping in operational areas
ä
Use of Slope Stability radar for pit slope stability
ä
Biodiversity conservation measures
ä
Behavioural Safety in Mining
ä
Use of surveillance system and video analytics in
mining
ä
IOT (internet of things) based solution in mining
industry

The program started in its traditional lighting the lamp by the
dignitaries. Mr. Manas Biswas gave the welcome address,
which was followed by the speeches by the dignitaries. Major
highlights of the speeches given by the dignitaries include
adaptation of mining industry to the current challenges
and thereby developing and executing the technological
solutions to improve the production, safety and operational
excellence. It was also discussed that the Indian Steel
demand (as per National Steel Policy 2017) will increase
to 300 Mt, which will necessitate the use of technological
solutions for breakthrough improvement. It was also stressed
that in future, with limited resources and infrastructure,
improvement in production and productivity and adaption tof
alternate resources and technological solutions will be the
key for success and sustenance of the mining industry. It
was also stressed that the Barajamda Chapter should play

The two-day function ended with the valedictory function in
which recommendations from the papers were discussed.
The Chief Guest on this occasion was Mr. Satish Kumar,
DMS Chaibasa. The other dignitaries present on this

Inauguration of Souvenir
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occasion were, Mr. M. Fasihuddin, Mr. V.S. Rao, Mr. R.P. Mali,
Mr. Arun Kumar, Mr. D.N. Parida and Mr. Ganesh Tripathy.
The Chairman of the recommendation committee, Mr. R. P.
Mali discussed the Summary and Recommendations from
the technical papers. The session ended with the vote of
thanks, given by Mr. Arun Kumar (DGM, Gua, SAIL).

mining for Bauxite’ on March 17, 2018 in the conference hall
of Department of Mines and Geology. Dr. T.N. Venugopal,
Chairman, Bangalore Chapter presided over the function
and gave opening remarks. Mr. K.V. Krishnamurthy, former
DDG, GSI introduced the speakers to the audience. Four
invited speakers shared their knowledge and experiences
on the theme of the seminar.

A view of the audience

i.
Mr AK Kothari, President MEAI receiving a memento from Mr Satish Kumar,
DMS, Chaibasa

Blood Donation Camp at Joda
On the occasion of Diamond Jubilee Celebration of the Association held at Noamundi by the Barajamda Chapter, a
blood donation camp was organized at Tata Sponge, Joda
on 24th March 2018. Mr Arun Kothari, President MEAI and
Mr Sanjay Pattnaik, CMD Tata Sponge & Vice-President-I,
MEAI inaugurated the Camp. Hospital team collected 101
units of blood. President Arun Kothari along with Mr Pattnaik
also visited a beautiful park developed on a 50m high fly ash
dump by Tata Sponge, a unique step towards environment
protection.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Dr. R. Srinivasan, Senior Researcher, Centre for
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, Indian Institute of
Science, Bengaluru made a presentation on Archaean
crustal evolution of the Dharwar craton and related
mineralisation.
Mr. Saradchandra Rao Peshwa, Director (Exploration),
Deccan Gold Mines Ltd, Bengaluru gave a detailed
account of his firsthand knowledge on adoption of
modern exploration methods for the discovery of
economic gold deposits.
Mr. KS Sreedhara, former Executive Director, NALCO
gave a detailed presentation on the Eco-friendly Mining
Practices adopted at Panchpatmali Bauxite Mine,
Odisha and the resultant effects on the environment
in the area in forestry, water resources and soil
conservation.
Mr. NR Pattabhi Ramaiah, Sr. Geologist (Retd.),
Department of Mines and Geology, GoK, Bengaluru
presented the resource position of limestone and
dolomite in different stratigraphic levels and their

Mr Arun Kothari and Mr Sanjay Pattnaik with Medical team

Bangalore Chapter
Seminar held on March 17, 2018
MEAI Bangalore Chapter organized half-a-day seminar on
‘Advances in our knowledge on regional mineralization in
Karnataka, Methods of prospecting for gold and Opencast
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Rajasthan Chapter-Jodhpur
Rajasthan Chapter-Jodhpur in association with Department of Mining Engineering, MBM Engineering College, Jai
Narayan Vyas University, Jodhpur organized a symposium
on ‘Advance Technology in Rock Breakage & Fragmentation’ on Jan 20-21, 2018 at Conference Hall of Institution
of Engineers India, Jodhpur.

characteristics. He also mentioned about the karstic
features such as caves, springs, etc.
At the end, Chairman summarized the proceedings. Over 60
participants, including 15 student members from Acharya
Polytechnic, attended the seminar.
Bellary - Hospet chapter
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON March 27,
2018 AT NMDC DONIMALAI
The office bearers of the Chapter, Mr B Sahoo – Chairman,
Mr T L Yoganand – Vice Chairman, Mr K Madhusudhan –
President-II, MEAI, Mr K Prabhakar Reddy – Secretary and
Sri R Prakash Babu - Jt. Secretary cum Treasurer; and Executive members Mr J Sreekanth, Mr M Sathyaprakash, Mr
M T Jagadhish, and Mr Chandrashekhar Halli attended the
meeting.

Symposium was inaugurated with lamp lighting before goddess Saraswati by the Guests & Saraswati Vandana with
instrumental music by engineering students. Dr PC Purohit,
Convener & Chapter Chairman welcomed the entire guests
on dais & delegates. He briefly narrated about the symposium and highlighted its focus on identifying the challenges
the mineral industry facing, especially in the area of rock
breakage & fragmentation in mining. The Guest of Honor Mr
Alan B Richard, Australia narrated his experience in recent
changes in blasting & applications of software in blasting.
He appreciated the efforts of the MEAI for taking up such
issues for discussion among elite group of mining fraternity.

The Chairman extended warm welcome to all the executive
committee members and expressed his happiness for putting all the efforts in making highest life members & Student
membership comparing to other MEAI chapters.
The Secretary informed that the Chapter has received approval from the MEAI Head office to hold a two-day National
Seminar on 21st to 22nd September 2018. The committee
has tentatively decided the title of the Seminar as “PRESENT MINING & FUTURE CHALLENGES”. The Secretary
also informed that as on 26th March 2018 the Chapter has
Rs. 4.0 lakh in Fixed Deposit, Rs. 21,875 in Saving Bank account, and Rs. 1,572 as cash in hand.
It was decided to conduct a workshop on 20th April 2018 at
MGVTC, Sandur followed by dinner with families. The subjects to be discussed in the workshop include, Belt Conveyor
system, Star rating report procedures, and Mine Transportation and Surveillance System.

Address by the President, MEAI Er. AK Kothari

The Chief Guest of the event Er. A.K. Kothari, President,
MEAI briefed about the MEAI activities and the efforts being made by the Association for betterment of the mining
fraternity and also informed about reorienting the National
Headquarter office in its premises at Hyderabad. The Presiding Guest Er. L.S. Shekhawat, COO, HZL, Rajasthan was
happy to be a part of such activities at Jodhpur. In his inaugural address, he stressed on the use of advance technology in mining industries by the miners for optimum utilization
of mineral resources and increase productivity. The Guest,
also unfolded the proceedings covering a good collection
of the technical papers, and its soft copy was distributed
to the participants. Prof. Sunil Parihar, Head, Mining Engineering Department, M B M Engineering College, Jodhpur
and co-convener of the symposium proposed vote of thanks
to the dignitaries on the dais, delegates, paper presenters,
sponsors and dignitaries attending the event from different
organizations and institutes, in the Inaugural Function.

Meeting ended with vote of thanks by the Secretary..

Executive committee discussing on the theme for the seminar
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Post-inauguration, two plenary sessions and three technical
sessions were conducted. In the plenary session, six keynote addresses were presented by Mr. Carlos P. Orlandi Chile, Mr. Allen B Richards from Terrock - Australia, Prof Sushil Bhandari, Dr R.R. Tatia, Er, Ajit Ostwal from Ultra Tech
Cement and Er. Vikash Tahkre from HZL-RAM.

Excellence to provide first hand use of computer with latest
technology on blasting software.
Around 120 delegates, including more than 50 students
of Mining Engineering and girl students, attended the sessions. Mementos were presented to the guests, speakers,
and session’s chairpersons. The Chapter arranged conference lunch / dinner.

In Technical Sessions, twelve papers were presented by
mining engineers and experts from different organizations
and institutes. The main presenters were Suresh Kumar
Sharma & Piyush Rai from IIT-Banaras; Prof S.S. Rathore
& Dr S.C. Jain from CTAE-Udaipur; Er Amit Bhandari from
Mine Excellence-Australia; Dr Maniram Saharan, Blasting Expert from Delhi; J.V. Bhatt from Ahmedabad; Rajesh
Arora & B.S. Choudhary from ISM Dhanbad; Balla Kalyan,
Ch. S N Murthy and R P Choudhary from Gudur (AP); HK
Vyas from RSMML Udaipur;, A.K. Jaiswal, D.D. Shripat , S.
Paliwal & S. Choudhary from RSMML Jaisalmer; Lalit K.
Agarwal, Somnath Banerjee from Smart Chem Technolgy
Ltd; and Anand Sharma from Jaipur presented their papers
on the diverse subjects covering Science and Technology in
Mining; Past, Current & Future Blasting Technology; Ground
& Rock Excavation in India; Blasting in Limestone MinesChallenges & Solutions; Pit wall Stability vis-a-vis Controlled
Blast Techniques; Stemming Confinement in Surface Mine
Blasting; Control Blasting in Marble Mining; Ground Vibration and Flyrock; Ring Blast Design; Cloud, Mobile and
Technology innovation enabled blast optimization; Demolition Of Civil Structures by Blasting Techniques; Neural Network Based Approach for Prediction and Control of Blast;
Software Applications in Blasting Data compilation, fly-rock
& ground vibration; and Development of Artificial Neural
Network Models in blasting technology.

Dignitaries from Ministry of Labour &
Employment and DGMS visit Morwad Marble
Mines
Ms Kalpna Raj Singhot, Jt. Secretary, Ministry of Labour &
Employment and Mr P.K. Sarkar, Director General of Mines
Safety visited Morwad Marble Mines of M/s R.K. Marble Pvt.
Ltd. Mr N. Rajak, DDG, Udaipur Zone, Mr A.K. Porwal, Director of Mines Safety, and Mr A.K. Das, Dy Director of Mines
Safety were present.
M/s R.K. Marble Mines management including Mr P. Patidar,
Executive President (Mines), Mr A.K. Shrimali, Executive
President (Engineering) and Mr Rajendra Bora, Sr. General
Manager (Mines) welcomed the dignitaries by presenting
bouquet And garlanding.
Ms Kalpna Raj Singhot, during Mines visit, discussed the
marble mining in detail. She appreciated the compliance of
safety guidelines at Morwad Mines. Mr P.K. Sarkar explained
the detailed working of mines to her. Later, a presentation
was made on marble mining to the dignitaries. Presentation
inter-alia sustainable mining included animation film made
by M/s R.K. Marble Pvt. Ltd., which is the modern mode of
training workers and was very effective in understanding
workings. Animation film covered incidents/ accidents/ near
misses related to Dimensional Stone (Marble) mining & conventional mining as well. Animation film serves as the best
tool to promote safety and reduce risk in hazardous mining
work.

Release of proceeding by Prof SK Parihar, Er Allen Richard, Er LS Sekhawat,
Er AK Kothari and Dr PC Purohit

A team of final year students of Mining Engineering, MBM
Engineering College presented their paper on ‘Non-Conventional Approach to Drilling and Rock Fragmentation’. A
skype presentation by Er. Bhatawdekar Ramesh Murlidhar
on ‘A critical review of available models for prediction of tunnel boring machine performance parameters’ from Malaysia
was also arranged. On the concluding day a workshop on
‘computer applications in Blasting’ was organized by Mine
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Mr P.K. Sarkar expressed pleasure on animation film and
advised to spread the same in a wider spectrum of mining
society. Ms Kalpna Raj Singhot appreciated the work done
by M/s R.K. Marble Pvt. Ltd. towards safety. She concluded
her visit with the words “diligently following the safety guidelines with use of latest technology is a commendable job.
Keep it up”.
Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur
Blood donation camp
On Saheed Divas, MEAI Rajasthan Chapter Udaipur in
association with College of Technology and Engineering,
Sunderdevi Kothari Trust, Seth Jugal Kishor Saraswati devi
Choudhary Trust, Mahavir International and Anuvrat Samiti, Udaipur organized a Blood Donation Camp on March
23, 2018 at CTAE Electrical Department Conference hall,
Udaipur.
The camp was inaugurated by the Vice Chancellor of Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture & Technology Prof Uma
Shankar Sharma, Dean CTAE and Chairman MEAI Udaipur
Chapter, Dr S S Rathore, President Mahavir International
Shri BL Khamesra, former President of MEAI Shri RP Gupta, Past District Governor Rotary club Dr. Y S Kothari, and &
social activist Shrimati Kanta Kothari.
A 7-member team from Blood Bank of Maharana Bhupal
Hospital, Udaipur did the collection of blood. Students and
others donated 111 units of blood. All blood donors were
honored with gifts and certificates by Sunder devi Kothari
Trust and Mahavir International. Shri Ravindra Pal Singh
Kappu, Dr Neeraj Kothari and Shri Ganesh Dagalia were
honored for donating blood multiple times.
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M/s P. BALASUBBA SETTY & SON
Group of Units

M/s PBS & SON Mines – M.L.No.2502.
KARIGANUR - HOSAPETE

PBS GRAND - HOTEL - HOSAPETE

M/s PBS STEEL – 250 TPD - Sponge Iron Plant
Halavarthy Village – Ginigera – Koppal Dist.

M/s PBS POWER – (03 Nos) WIND MILL
Ron Taluk – Gadag Dist.
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
India

19 - 21 Nov 2018: PROCESS MINERALOGY '18. Process
Mineralogy ’18 will deal with Quantitative mineralogy; Geometallurgy;
Ore characterization; Mineral Liberation and Textural Analysis;
Sampling and Statistics; Advanced Process Control. Cape Town,
South Africa. Contact: Dr Barry Wills, Email: bwills@min-eng.com

25 - 26 July 2018: Mining Investment India. Sheraton, New Delhi,
India. Contact information: Daniel Radziszewski, Singapore for
Speaking, registration & general queries. Phone: +65 6717 6018,
Email: daniel.radz@spire-events.com, Web: https://www.spireevents.com/

OBITUARY

Abroad
01 - 02 May 2019: PHYSICAL SEPARATION '19. The 5 Physical
Separation conference, will bring together researchers and
operators who have common interests in: Gravity concentration
methods - single and multi-G separators and dense medium
separation; Classification techniques. Cape Town, South Africa.
Contact: Dr Barry Wills, Email: bwills@min-eng.com
th

Mr. Kolar Satyanarayana
(30-5-1926 to 17-3-2018)
Mr. Kolar Satyanarayana, who is a
life member of Mining Engineer’s
Association of India and Bangalore
Chapter (Life Member 59), was born
on 30-5-1926 at Yelagondanahalli,
Kolar district, Karnataka. He was a
B.Sc in Geology and passed Second
Class Mine Manager’s Certificate of
competency (Metal). He served as
a mineral investigator, topographic
surveyor and Mines Manager in lignite, iron ore, dolomite and
galena mines in India.

19 - 26 May 2018: ALTA 2018. organised by ALTA Metallurgical
Services, will be the 23rd year of one of the world’s premier annual
metallurgical events. Perth, Australia. Contact: Allison Taylor,
Phone: +61411692442, Email: allisontaylor@altamet.com.au
16 - 21 June 2018: Resources for Future Generations, PREMIER
CONFERENCE ON ENERGY • MINERALS • WATER • THE
EARTH. Vancouver Convention Center, | Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Under the auspices of IUGS and supported by the Canadian
Federation of Earth Sciences, three Canadian organizations have
partnered to deliver RFG2018. Contact: rfg2018.org

He is survived by wife Smt K. Parvathamma, four sons and
seven grand children.

19 - 22 June 2018: 25th World Mining Congress, EXPO
Congress Center, Astana, Kazakhstan. The leading institutions
along with key suppliers and service companies will present
innovative developments in mining industry. The leading experts
of mining industry and representatives of related industries from
all over the world will give speech at the World Mining Congress.
Contact: gaukhar.bekmanova@iteca.kz, Phone: + 7 727 258 34 34
(ext.235)

The members of the Association and the Bangalore Chapter
pay homage to the departed member and convey their heartfelt
condolences to the bereaved family.

OBITUARY
Mr. T.V. Sheshadri, who is a life
member of Mining Engineer’s
Association of India, Tamil Nadu
Chapter (Life Member TN/61) Passed
away on 09.12.2017 at Chennai. He
was 78. He leaves behind his wife,
one daughter and a son. A Diploma
Holder in Mining from Guindy Institute
Chennai, Passed out in the year 1961.
He started his carrier in B.G.M.L, KGF
and afterwards put in long service in
The India Cements Ltd, Sankarnagar
& Sankari Works, till retirement. He was First Class Manager
Certificate holder.

18-20 August 2018: Aggregates China 2018, The 4th China
International Aggregates, Tailing & Construction-Waste
Technology and Equipment Exhibition. Venue: China Import and
Export Fair Complex, No.380, Yuejiang Zhong Road, Guangzhou,
China. Contact: Trista Chan, Email: grand.fa@grahw.com, Tel: +8620-2894 5347.
29 - 31 August 2018: 14th AusIMM Mill Operators' Conference
2018, Brisbane, Queensland. Contact: Eliza Sanneman, Telephone:
+61 3 9658 6105
10 - 14 Sep 2018: 11th ICARD | IMWA 2018 ANNUAL
CONFERENCE. The South African mining experience practically
offers something for everyone in the global mining community.
Gauteng, South Africa. Contact: Prof C Wolkersdorfer, Phone: +27
12 3826315, Email: Christian@wolkersdorfer.info

He was also the Secretary of Tamilnadu & Kerala Mines Safety
Association. He was a dynamic mining engineer and took
active part in the activities of MEAI- Tamilnadu Chapter.

14 - 18 October 2018: Australian Geoscience Council
Convention (AGCC18), Adelaide, Australia. AGCC 2018 will focus
on the Asia Pacific region and supported by all eight Member
Organisations of the Australian Geoscience Council. For details
contact AGCC 2018 Secretariat, agcc@ccm.com.au or +61 7 3368
2644.

The members of the Association and the Tamilnadu Chapter
pay homage to the departed member and convey their heartfelt
condolences to the bereaved family.
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